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THE NEWSLETTER
STUART KITCHING, our Editor, has indicated he would like to resign. This is a not-unreasonable
request as he moved to the Isle of Wight some time ago and has become involved in local matters
down there. This made your Committee look at the current format and make some alterations for
the future.
Our initial thoughts were that there is quite a bit of wasted space in the current version and that
a number of items could be pruned significantly. What we are seeking to achieve is a slimmeddown version which would concentrate more on ongoing activities being undertaken by the Society
and its sub-committees and less on previous events. These ongoing events include the monitoring
of the Town, District and County Councils. We shall not publish long reports on the talks we have
heard, but we shall continue to report fully on the Open Forum and the AGM.
This leads to the conclusion that the most logical dates for publishing the Newsletter would be in
March and November each year, and we would drop the July edition. However, we are publishing a
July edition this year so that members can see the new format in hard copy and give their thoughts
on it. Please let us have your reaction to the proposal and your suggestions for its improvement, so
that the Committee may discuss them at their next meeting in September prior to a discussion
under Any Other Business, if necessary, at the AGM.
Michael Leppard is happy to revert to publishing the Bulletin twice a year to coincide with the
proposed Newsletter schedule.
We owe Stuart a considerable debt of gratitude for all the hard work he has put in, but I hope
that the new format (prepared by him), with less daunting production values, will encourage
members to volunteer for the post of Editor. Please form an orderly queue.
Nic Beale, Chairman

COMMITTEE MATTERS
YOUR COMMITTEE continues to keep an eye on matters of interest to the Society regarding the
town and its development.
The Planning Sub-committee has considered 126 separate applications in the first five months of
the year. In conjunction with the Town Council, we are preparing to take part in the commemoration of the 70th anniversary of the bombing of the Whitehall on 9 July.
Barbara and Joan are planning another display at the Library — this time on the various green
spaces that exist around the town. Joan and Chris have organized a version in German of “Town
Trail 1” for the benefit of tourists visiting East Grinstead [see p 3].
Richard is now circularizing those members who have given us their email addresses with details
of upcoming meetings, so make sure you give us your email address if you have not done so
already.
I can assure you that everybody else not mentioned by name above is beavering away loyally at
their respective tasks. Please give us your suggestions and comments.
Nic Beale

NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
THE TIMETABLE for the finalization of the Neighbourhood Plan seems to be lengthening. At the time
of writing this report (early June 2013) a further pre-Plan consultation is being undertaken in the
form of public exhibitions accompanied by a questionnaire.
This seeks confirmation from the public that the matters identified in previous consultations as
being of the highest priority to the residents are appropriately summarized in sections relating to
the Town Centre, Transport & Access and Housing. Respondents are asked to tick boxes, ranging
from “Agree Strongly” to “Strongly Disagree”, to indicate their feelings about a series of statements
gleaned from the replies those previous consultations.
I now quote from the Town Council’s press release:
Following this final round of pre-Plan consultation, the Neighbourhood Plan will be finalized in
draft form and presented to the Town Council. If it passes this stage it will go out to formal
public consultation and then a final Plan will be presented in the autumn. Once the final Plan
is agreed, it will be submitted for examination and compliance with national and local
strategies and will then be put to public referendum.
Quite how long this will take is very uncertain, and it is of concern to the Society that whatever
is incorporated into the Neighbourhood Plan, regarding the quantity and siting of housing in
particular, will be overruled by diktat of the District Council and central Government. However, that
is for another day. Unless the Plan is passed at the referendum there will be no plan for East
Grinstead at all, leaving us even more vulnerable.
Nic Beale

LOCAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK
IN JUNE, MSDC invited comments on their revised District Plan. In our response letter of 13 June
2013* we said that the Plan does not protect East Grinstead from inappropriate housing development, and emphasized that a plan for the future must start from an agreed and secure baseline,
notably one that would deal with road congestion before building more houses.
Whilst the revised Plan, in its sole reference to East Grinstead, acknowledges there are congestion problems along the A22/A264, the Plan has no strategy to address these; and no mention of
the Atkins Report which gave a professional analysis of the options available to ameliorate traffic
problems. We commented that an Infrastructure Development Plan strategy that appears to
depend for road-improvement funding on East Grinstead’s extremely limited capacity for further
house building just would not be sustainable.
We went on to say that the local planning authority must surely retain some responsibility,
within the rules of the National Planning Policy Framework, to make clear the extent that local
infrastructure constraints will affect housing numbers. This information is necessary to enable the
Town Council to prepare a realistic Neighbourhood Plan based on professional opinions concerning
road congestion.
* The letter may be found in full on the News page of the Society’s website, www.eastgrinsteadsociety.org
John Bridle

EVENTS
THE FIFTH OF MAY was a glorious spring
day and 22 people, mainly members
of the East Grinstead Business
Association, joined Angela Cole for a walk
along Town Trail 2 covering 19th- and
20th-century buildings and
developments.
Photo: The start of Town Trail 2, in front
of the Bookshop in the High Street, with
participants and John Pye, owner of the
Bookshop, left of centre.

The next day was another sunny day
for the High Street May Fair. Receipts
from sales of cakes, jams and books
totalled £195 thanks to fine preparations
by members and their wives — a
wonderful result.

On 2 June, yet again a sunny day, three railway-enthusiast visitors from Tunbridge Wells took
part in a walk around the town’s Victorian Heritage Trail. This year’s spring events have been most
successful, in spite of there being no interest in a walk from West Hoathly on 20 April — perhaps that
was a step too far.
Christopher Wheatley

HIGH STREET “TOWN TRAIL”
A REQUEST was received last autumn from
Ken Averill of the East Grinstead Town
Twinning Association (EGTTA), by Joan
Roberts of our Committee, for an edition
of the High Street “Town Trail” in German to
coincide with a visit of 25 young people, with
relatives and friends, from Mindelheim in mid
July 2013.
An edition was prepared by early June,
thanks to a translation by a member of
the EGTTA, with a revised layout by myself,
incorporating illustrations from previous
editions of our “Town Trails”, and proofreading by Joan Roberts. The result is
shown in an image of the front page
alongside.
Christopher Wheatley

FRIDAY MEETINGS
SINCE THE LAST NEWSLETTER, the following
talks have been enjoyed by members and
guests:
15 March — The Keymer tile works, by Fred
Avery
19 April — In the footsteps of Shackleton,
by W/Cdr. (retd.) Patrick Coulcher
17 May — William de Warrenne: the builder
of Lewes Castle, by Joanna Wilkins
21 June — The story of Crystal Palace, by
Ian Gledhill.

A MESSAGE FROM THE TOWN MAYOR
FIRSTLY, I would like to thank you giving me the opportunity to write a brief message in your East
Grinstead Society Newsletter. It was indeed a very great honour to be appointed Mayor of our
beautiful historic town of East Grinstead, as I am very aware that there are many in our community
who do so much to help others without any formal recognition. I hope that during my term in office
I will have the opportunity to meet as many volunteers and carers as I can to thank them personally
for all they do.
I also look forward to learning more about the many charities that we have in East Grinstead.
Many are small and which few people know about, while others have a much higher profile. It will
be my pleasure to support the charities in East Grinstead in whatever way I can whenever I can,
whether it be attending a coffee morning or other event that is being organized. That brings me to
my charity for the year, which is Macmillan.
Yes, it is a large national charity, but I have agreed with the organizers that a sizeable percenttage of the monies raised will be specifically given to support the Macmillan Information & Support
Centre in the Queen Victoria Hospital here in East Grinstead. Since the centre opened in December
2011 they have given support to 721 people, with 331 of those living locally in our town.
The need for advice on cancer to be available locally is very near to my heart. Within two weeks
of the elections in May 2011 when I was elected a town and district councillor, I was diagnosed with
an aggressive form of breast cancer. Like many women of my age, I had gone, just after the

election, for the usual mammogram in the mobile unit supplied
by WSCC in the car park at East Court. As a result of the
diagnosis, I was operated on in Worthing Hospital in June 2011
and spent the rest of that year travelling to and from Brighton
Hospital for treatment.
If the centre had been open in East Grinstead, it would have
been wonderful to talk to someone locally. My wish is that, in
choosing Macmillan — and in particular the Cancer Support Unit
here in our town — as my charity, no-one in East Grinstead
ever need face cancer alone.
Finally, may I say that I very much hope that I will have the
opportunity to meet many members of the East Grinstead
Society during my term in office.
Margaret Belsey

MEETINGS

7:30 pm, Main Hall, East Court — £1/member, £1.50/non-member

Friday
19 July

A POLICEMAN’S LOT … CAN BE QUITE AN INTERESTING ONE — By
Neil Sadler

Friday
20 September

CHARACTERS: WACKEY, WEIRD AND WONDERFUL — By Chris
McCooey

Friday
18 October

46TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, followed by a talk by Simon Kerr on
THE FIRST SIX MONTHS OF THE BLUEBELL RAILWAY’S OPERATION
IN EAST GRINSTEAD

Friday
1 November

A POLICEMAN’S LOT … CAN BE QUITE AN INTERESTING ONE — By
Neil Sadler*

Friday
15 November

TRANSPORT: A MAGIC LANTERN PRESENTATION — By Peter Gilles
* This is a meeting of the Friends of East Grinstead Museum, but members of the East
Grinstead Society are welcome to attend (8 pm, Main Hall, East Court, £2.50/person)

HERITAGE OPEN DAYS
Core events will include Standen, St Swithun’s Parish Church and St Mary’s, Windmill Lane, on
Saturday 14 September. Opening times will be on the web — both the Society’s website and the
National Heritage Open Days one: www.heritageopendays.org.uk . On Sunday there will be a walk
to Imberhorne Farm Museum and Gullege, leaving from the Railway Station car park at 10 am, and
in the afternoon there will be a High Street Walk beginning at 2:30 pm and finishing in West Street
Baptist Church at 4 pm.

LONDON OPEN HOUSE
Saturday
21 September

Small group outing by train for a day excursion to London to see some
notable buildings. Meet at East Grinstead Railway Station, 9 am.
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